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1. Statement of result. We prove here the following

Theorem. Let Bx(t) denote the xth Borel exponential or integral

mean of the Fourier series

"   sin nt
(1) E-

n=l       n

Then, for given T, 0 ̂  7"^ <»,

/'T sin v-dv,
0            "

where1

(3) ix->0+    and    xtz-*T.

Thus, the Borel means display the same Gibbs phenomenon and

have the same Gibbs ratio as classic convergence, even achieving this

ratio for the same value, ir, of the parameter T. Except for the last

assertion, the same is true (as O. Szasz has shown [5; 6]) of the

generalized Euler means Er, 0<r<l, all of which are equivalent to

the Borel summation method for Fourier series and whose Lebesgue
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1 The assumption that tx->0+ is redundant except when T is infinite. The more

restrictive condition that »/„—>0, which, again, is needed only when T= °o, is imposed

by O. Szasz in his first discussion of the corresponding problem for generalized Euler

means [5]. The analogous restriction here would also simplify the technical details of

the proof, as shown in §3.
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constants display behavior similar to that of the corresponding con-

stants in the Borel case [2; 3; 4].

However, there is one variation in the pattern. We remark first

that for the Er means the upper limit of the integral in (2) is replaced

by rT. Hence the "Gibbs limit" (2) for the Borel means does not equal

the corresponding limit for any of the ET means (except for the trivial

case r = 1 in which the means reduce to the ordinary partial sums for

convergence), whereas in the case of the Lebesgue constants, the

logarithmic term is the same in all cases and for the Borel and Ei/2

(the original Euler transformation) methods even the constant terms

are identical.

2. Proof of theorem. We consider the exponential means first. As

usual, the xth Borel exponential mean of a sequence {sn(t)} is defined

to be Bx(t), where

(4) Bx(t) = <r* 22 fc(0 —, •
n-o n!

Let so(t) =0 and take sn(t) to be the nth partial sum of the series

(1), 0 <t<ir. We use the following standard integral representation of

Sn(t),

t        r' sin (n + l/2)«
(5) sn(t) = - - + „■,,„,     du< » = 0, 1, 2, • • ■

2       J0      2 sin (u/2)

and the series evaluation

(6) 22   sin ( n H-) u\ — = texP (* cos «) ]   sin I x sin m -|-uj \.

Now we substitute (5) in (4), change the order of summation and

integration, and then use (6). Next we replace 1 —cos u by 2 sin 2(u/2)

and effect a change of variable from u/2 to u. This gives

1 r '*12                              sin (x sin 2u + u)
Bx(tx) -\-tx =  I        exp ( —2x sin2 u)-du.

2 J o sin «

This integral can be simplified exactly as in §3 of [3], and so the

detailed justifications are omitted. First we replace the denominator

sin u by u, then exp(— 2x sin2 u) by exp(— 2xu2) and finally

sin (x sin 2u+u) by sin (2x + 1)m. All errors are o(l) as x becomes in-

finite. In sum, we have

r (*/2 sin (2x + 1)«
(7) Bx(tx)  =  |       exp(-2x«2)--du+o(l),     x-+<*>,

Jo u

since tx—>0.
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The next stage is the elimination of the exponential. For this pur-

pose we define

/"*/2l - exp(-2x«2)
-sin (2* + l)udu

o                   u
(8)

— I        fx(u) sin (2x + l)udu,
Jo

and follow the procedure found in §§5 and 6 of [3].

Use is made of the obvious inequality

(9) 1 - <r» ̂  y, y ^ 0.

Integrating Dx(tx) by parts gives

I   /i   \ rtx'2
\Dx(tx)\   ^\fx\— tx\ \        sin(2x+l)wrf«

| /*' («) |    I     sin (2x + \)y dy du
0 I J 0

= /. (y tx) 0(1/x) + 0(1/x) j '" 21 /.' («) | du,

and so, from (9) and (3),

| Dx(tt) |   = 0(tz) + 0(1/*) f      \f£ (u) | du

(10) °

= o(i/«) I    |/:(«)|rf« + o(i).
•J 0

By (6.7) of [3] and (3) above, the integral on the right in (10) is
0(x1/2), and so,

(11) Dx(tx) = 0(x-1'2) + o(l) = o(l).

Thus,

/> '*/2 sin (2* + l)u                         r ztx+t*12 sin v
-—-— du + o(l) =   I -<fo+o(l)

0 « Jo H

,T sin v
-dv+ o(l),

0       »

completing the proof of the theorem for the case of the exponential

means.

For the xth integral mean, B*(t), the result follows on combining
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the result for the exponential case with a familiar identity [l, p. 182]

connecting the two Borel means of a series 23a»:

(12) Bx(t) = e-*Y,an — +B*(t).
n\

Here a0 — 0 and an = n~1 sin nt; so

"x" Ala;"
e-x2^a„—   ^ e~x 2_,- -» 0, x-+°o,

n=0       «! n_l  »   »!

uniformly in /, whence the proof is complete.

Remark. The identity (12) implies similarly that the xth Lebesgue

constant for the Borel integral mean differs from that for the exponen-

tial mean by o(l).

3. A special case. The proof of our result can be simplified if we

replace the hypothesis that tx—>0 + by the somewhat more restrictive

requirement that x/2,—>0, a condition which is satisfied whenever T is

finite (since xtx-+T).

Under this new hypothesis, the calculations following (8) and lead-

ing to (11) can be replaced by the following:

/'<*'2 1 - exp(-2x«2)-^--du
o                      u

/■<*'2   2xm2 1      ,-du = — xtz = o(l),
o          «                4

where (9) is used to justify the second inequality.
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